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Coco‘Nut’ Funnies
All Puns Intended
Thanks to Gillian Gates - Canada

1. Two antennas met on a roof, fell in love and got married.
The ceremony wasn't much, but the reception was
excellent.
2. A jumper cable walks into a bar. The bartender says,
"I'll serve you, but don't start anything."
3. Two peanuts walk into a bar, and one was a salted.
4. A dyslexic man walked into a bra.

5. A man walks into a bar with a slab of asphalt under his
arm, and says: "A beer please, and one for the road."
6. Two cannibals are eating a clown. One says to the
other: "Does this taste funny to you?"

7. An invisible man marries an invisible woman. The kids
were nothing to look at either.
8. Deja Moo: The feeling that you've heard this bull
before.

9. I went to buy some camouflage trousers the other day,
but I couldn't find any.

10. A man woke up in a hospital after a serious accident.
He shouted, "Doctor, doctor, I can't feel my legs!" The
doctor replied, "I know, I amputated your arms!"
11. I went to a seafood disco last week... And pulled a
mussel.

15. Two fish swim into a concrete wall. The one turns to
the other and says, "Dam!”

19. Mahatma Gandhi, as you know, walked barefoot most of
the time, which produced an impressive set of calluses
on his feet. He also ate very little, which made him
rather frail and with his odd diet, he suffered from
bad breath. This made him (oh, man, this is so bad, it's
good). A super-calloused fragile mystic hexed by
halitosis.
20. And finally, there was the person who sent twenty
different puns to his friends, with the hope that at
least ten of the puns would make them laugh. No pun in
ten did.

RIP My Neighbors Sweet Rabbit

Recently while lying in my
hammock drinking JD from the
bottle I noticed my dog dragging
something under the fence. Upon
inspection, to my dismay, I
realized it was the next-door
neighbor's 10-year-old
daughter's rabbit.
For years I had watched her
come home from school and head
straight out to its cage, let it
loose and play with it in the yard.
I knew today would be no
different and fearing for my
dog, I had to think fast.
The rabbit was quite dirty, as
if it had put up quite a struggle,
so I washed it off with the hose,
combed it with the dog brush and
blew it dry with the leaf blower.
Upon finishing its
grooming, I
hopped the

fence and put it back in its cage
hoping its death would be written
off as "natural causes.” I then
went back to the hammock and
my JD.
Within the hour the
neighbor's Volvo pulled in as
usual and out popped the little
girl, and as usual she headed
straight for the cage. Only this
time she stopped about six feet
away and screamed:
"DDDAAAADDDYYYYYYY!!!"
Her father, panic stricken,
stood looking at the cage. Being
the good neighbor that I am I
rushed to fence and asked if
there was anything I could do.
Her father less than calmly
blurted, "What kind of sick
individual would dig up a little
girl's dead rabbit and put it
back in it's cage??"
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Coco‘Nut’ Funnies
Are you considering having
children? To determine whether
you are truly prepared for the
experience, we suggest you take
this set of simple tests...

MESS TEST:
Smear peanut butter on the sofa
and curtains. Now rub your hands
in the wet flowerbed and rub on
the walls. Cover the stains with
crayons. Place a fish finger
behind the couch and leave it
there all summer.
TOY TEST:
Obtain a 55-gallon box of Lego.
(If Lego are not available, you
may substitute roofing tacks or
broken bottles). Have a friend
spread them all over the house.
Put on a blindfold. Try to walk to
the bathroom or kitchen. Do not
scream (this could wake a child
at night).

Are You Ready for Children?

GROCERY STORE TEST:
Borrow one or two small animals
(goats are best) and take them
with you as you shop at the
grocery store. Always keep them
in sight and pay for anything
they eat or damage.
DRESSING TEST:
Obtain one large, unhappy, live
octopus. Stuff into a small net
bag making sure that all arms
stay inside.

FEEDING TEST:
Obtain a large plastic milk jug.
Fill halfway with water. Suspend
from the ceiling with a stout
cord. Start the jug swinging. Try
to insert spoonfuls of soggy
cereal (such as Weetabix or
Cheerio's) into the mouth of the
jug while pretending to be an
airplane. Now dump the contents
of the jug on the floor.

NIGHT TEST:
Prepare by obtaining a small cloth
bag and fill it with 8 to 12
pounds of sand. Soak it
thoroughly in water. At 8:00 PM
begin to waltz and hum with the
bag until 9:00 PM. Lay down your
bag and set your alarm for 10:00
PM. Get up, pick up your bag, and
sing every song you have ever
heard. Make up about a dozen
more new ones and sing these too
until 4:00 AM. Set alarm for
5:00 AM. Get up and make
breakfast. Keep this up for five
years. Look cheerful.
PHYSICAL TEST (WOMEN):
Obtain a large beanbag chair and
attach it to the front of your
clothes. Leave it there for 9
months. Now remove 10% of the
beans.
PHYSICAL TEST (MEN):

Go to the nearest drug store.
Set your wallet on the counter.
Ask the assistant to help
himself. Now proceed to the
nearest food store. Go to the
head office and arrange for your
wages to be directly deposited to
the store. Purchase a newspaper.
Go home and read it quietly for
the last time.
FINAL ASSIGNMENT:
Find a couple who already have a
small child. Lecture them on how
they can improve their discipline,
patience, tolerance, toilet
training, and child's table
manners. Suggest many ways
they can improve. Emphasize to
them that they should never
allow their children to run riot.
Enjoy this experience. It will be
the last time you will have all the
answers.

The Dreaded Blister Bugs - Swipe Don't Swat!

If you are from up north
you probably remember
catching lightning bugs in a
jar as a kid. When the sun
would set these harmless
little half-inch bugs would
come out and their tails would
light up like a light bulb.
Those lightening bugs look
exactly like the blister bugs
we have here in South
Florida. They also swarm at
night and are attracted to
light. These innocent looking
bugs are beetles (Coleoptera)
of the Meloidae family, so
called for their defensive
secretion of a blistering
agent, Cantharidin. If you
feel one of them land on your
skin gently brush them off

because if you swat them like
a mosquito you could most
likely end up with a nasty
looking blister.
The
chemical
Cantharidin is
poisonous and
is used
medically on
humans to
remove warts.
It is also
known as
Spanish Fly or Cantharides,
and is often given to farm
animals to incite them to
mate. When ingested it
irritates the urethral
passages, causing
inflammation in the genitals.

For this reason, Spanish Fly
has been given to humans for
the purpose of seduction and
it may help men
keep a longer
erection. This
is dangerous
since the
difference
between the
effective dose
and the toxic
dose margin is
quite narrow,
meaning don't go around
collecting these bugs,
crushing them and putting
them in your mates drink as it
could cause permanent
damage to the kidneys and
genitals. As it is illegal for

general sale anything you
purchase may be something
less harmful but why take the
chance? It is a serious
criminal act to give it to
someone unawares. The
Marquis de Sade was
sentenced to death for that.
If you think you may have
ingested it seek immediate
emergency medical treatment.
There was a scientific
study done in a South Florida
prison where 12 maximumsecurity inmates voluntarily
took the drug. Study says
they went crazy and managed
to escape; now there are 12
hardened criminals on the
loose.

